Controlled and modulated release of basic fibroblast growth factor.
Basic fibroblast growth factor has multivariate effects in stimulating cell growth and the processes that surround tissue repair. Pathophysiologic studies have been hampered by the stability of the compound. Though very potent, basic fibroblast growth factor is rapidly degraded when injected or ingested. Controlled release of basic fibroblast growth factor would allow for examination of the chronic effects of this compound. Conventional matrix polymer-based release devices were fabricated and basic fibroblast growth factor released in a sustained fashion, but 99% of basic fibroblast growth factor mitogenic activity was lost. The source of these losses was identified and preventative measures examined. Preservation and stabilization of basic fibroblast growth factor was accomplished by binding the factor to heparin-Sepharose beads. This permitted prolonged storage, repeated handling, and the encapsulation of basic fibroblast growth factor within a microspherical controlled-release device using a naturally occurring polymer material, alginate. Encapsulation was accomplished with 77% efficiency and 87.5 +/- 12% of the basic fibroblast growth factor was released in a biologically active form. Release activation and regulation was achieved when cleavage of the basic fibroblast growth factor-heparin bonds was enhanced (e.g. by enzymatic bond cleavage with heparinase). Kinetic profiles were identified for a variety of experimental conditions and the effects of the controlled release of basic fibroblast growth factor on BALBc/3T3 fibroblasts examined.